ABLOY® Industrial Locks
ABLOY® is a leading supplier of High Security locks worldwide and a leading supplier of locks in the
United States and Europe. ABLOY® places strong emphasis on product development to create
economical solutions for every locking need. ABLOY® locks are manufactured to strict quality
standards in ISO-9001 Certified facilities.
ASSA ABLOY
The ASSA ABLOY Group is the world’s leading manufacturer and supplier of locking solutions,
dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security, safety and convenience.

ABLOY SECURITY, INC.
Extreme Solutions for Extreme Challenges!
6005 Commerce Drive, Suite 330
Irving, Texas 75063
Phone: (972) 753-1127
Fax: (972) 753-0792
Internet: www.abloyusa.com
e-mail: info@abloyusa.com

TOLL FREE 1-800-367-4598

Don't Compromise
Your Security
Get an ABLOY®® Lock on YOUR Investment!

Get a Lock on the Complete Range of
ABLOY Vending Security Solutions

ABLOY® Padlocks

®

Revenue Protection
With the ABLOY® Maximum Security Locking System, you will increase asset security, lock longevity
and ease of use while significantly reducing administration and maintenance costs. ABLOY® Vending
and Bottling Security Solutions “fit right in,” requiring no additional modifications.
ABLOY® offers extremely affordable locking solutions for your vending related security needs. Increasing
lock life-cycle, minimizing loss due to theft or maintenance, and maximizing the amount of money you
take to the bank are just a few examples how ABLOY® can help you with your return on investment.

Key Control
The unique ABLOY® EXEC rotating detainer disc cylinder mechanism offers extensive possibilities with over
300 million different key codes available. Each key code is exclusively assigned. All ABLOY® cylinder
product models can be made to operate with just one key. ABLOY® EXEC, as a key control solution,
is protected by patents world wide. Key duplication is available only through authorized ABLOY®
Service Centers. The ABLOY® EXEC key is extremely difficult to copy key cuts or impression.
For additional key control, ABLOY® offers the FX Series - locking key ring padlocks enabling extra
control of your route keys.

Physical Security
The heavy duty construction of ABLOY® locks provide maximum resistance against physical attack. The
unique design provides virtually pickproof locks. The hardened, free spinning protection plate helps to
prevent drill bits from penetrating the lock. ABLOY® locks are key-retaining while unlocked to prevent
leaving the site before re-locking. In addition, these locks are re-keyable in the event of key loss or theft.

Environmental Durability
The unique materials and surface treatments used by ABLOY® guarantee that the corrosion resistance of
both the visible parts of each lock as well as the internal parts are at a superior level. ABLOY® locks are
widely used by the government, utilities and national transportation organizations since all the component
parts are highly resistant to wear, dirt, moisture, corrosion and freezing. Additionally, ABLOY® cylinders
feature spring free construction preventing the locks from jamming. ABLOY® locks are recommended as the
best products for all types of weather ranging from freezing to coastal.

ABLOY® T-handle Cylinders & Cam Locks
ABLOY® T-handle cylinders provide maximum resistance to pulling. This heavy duty design features
a precision steel latch that provides over 4,000 pounds of pull strength, far surpassing the
strength of ordinary die-cast latches. The extra-thick, case hardened steel sunken face
resists extensive drilling. In addition, the keyway is constructed of hardened steel
and provides added protection to the face of the lock. This design allows the option
of a standard spring latch (CL290E) or an optional dead latch (CL291E). ABLOY®
T-handle cylinders fit all NAMA specified T-handles. ABLOY® also offers High Security
CL-Series Cam Locks in the sizes listed.
Model

A

B

C

Material

CL200

1/4 in.

1-1/8 in.

3/4 in.

CHS

CL201

1/4 in.

1-1/8 in.

3/4 in.

CPB

CL202

1/4 in.

1-1/2 in.

1-1/8 in.

CPB

CL203

1/4 in.

1-1/4 in.

7/8 in.

CPB

CHS: Case Hardened Steel CPB: Chrome Plated Brass

ABLOY® Padlocks offer a level of performance and protection which remains unsurpassed.
These padlocks are highly resistant to physical attack and tampering, providing dependable
durability even when used in harsh environmental conditions. The high level of key control
proves extremely important for asset protection.
ABLOY® Padlocks provide ideal locking solutions for the varied needs in the bottling and vending industries.
These padlocks are backed by a Lifetime Functional Warranty. Collared Chain attachments are available in
12 or 18 inch length options with the PL330, PL340, and PL341 models providing maximum chain strength
and freely-spinning collar allowing for larger range of motion during padlock use.
Model

Shackle
Thickness

Shackle
Height

Shackle Leg
Distance

PL321

13/64 in.

25/32 in. or 2 in.

45/64 in.

PL330

5/16 in.

1 in. or 2 in.

1 in.

PL340

25/64 in.

1 in. or 2 in.

1-1/8 in.

PL341

25/64 in.

1 in. or 2 in.

1-1/8 in.

PL342

25/64 in.

1 in.

1 in.

CHS: Case Hardened Steel

Description
Body: Brass with Chrome finish
Shackle: Stainless Steel with Chrome finish
Body: Brass with Chrome finish
Shackle: CHBS with Chrome finish
Body: CHS with Chrome finish
Shackle: CHBS with Chrome finish
Body: Brass with Chrome finish
Shackle: CHBS with Chrome finish
Body: CHS with Chrome finish
Shackle: CHBS with Chrome finish
CHBS: Case Hardened Boron Steel

ABLOY® Maximum Security Vending Hasp Solutions
The ABLOY® Shut-out Hasp (PL299) and Puck Hasp (PL700) are made of cold-rolled steel
with electro-plated black finish to visually blend in with the physical appearance of
ABLOY Shut-out
vending machines. The hasps are designed to restrict prying and exterior access
Hasp
to the bill accepter. The covered portion of the hasp protects the concealed shackle and lock body, while allowing authorized personnel easy access. In addition, the
design allows for quick and easy installation, using existing holes in the machine
door. The ABLOY® Shut-Out Hasp is designed to be used in conjunction with
ABLOY Puck Hasp &
ABLOY® PL340/25 and PL341/25 Maximum Security Padlocks. The ABLOY® Puck
Puck Lock
Hasp is designed to be used in conjunction with the ABLOY® Puck Lock (PL975).
The ABLOY® Puck Lock features the ABLOY® EXEC patent protected key system with the cylinder embedded
in a solid, machined steel lock housing. The housing protects the concealed shackle and lock cylinder, with
strength unmatched by other locks that use aluminum, die-cast zinc or brass. The Puck lock is easy to re-lock
since the key is not required. Simply push the cylinder into the lock body until securely latched.

ABLOY® FX Series Key Ring Padlocks
ABLOY® FX Series offers a unique additional feature to the existing level of performance and protection. The
FX Key Ring Padlocks are ideal locking solutions for route key control. Once locked, keys cannot be removed
from the cable without an authorized key to open the lock. ABLOY® FX Series provide optimum protection
when issuing keys to employees.
Model

Cable Length

FX321/06

6 in.

FX321/09

9 in.

FX321/15

15 in.

FX321/21

21 in.

Description
Lock body: Face width = 1-5/16 in.
Face height = 1-1/2 in,
Side width = 3/4 in.
Padlock cable is constructed of plastic coated stainless steel.
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